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High-redshift blazars (z ≥ 2.5) are one of the most powerful classes of γ-ray sources in the Universe. These objects possess the highest jet powers and luminosities and have black-hole masses
often in excess of 109 solar masses. In addition, high-redshift blazars are important cosmological probes and serve as test objects for blazar evolution models. Due to their large distance,
their high-energy emission peaks are often downshifted to energies below the GeV range, which
makes them difficult to study with Fermi/LAT and only the very brightest objects are detectable.
Hence, only a small number of high-redshift blazars could be detected with Fermi/LAT so far. In
this work, we present a strategy to increase the detection statistics at redshift z ≥ 2.5 via a search
for flaring events in high-redshift γ-ray blazars whose long-term flux is just below the sensitivity
limit of Fermi/LAT. Seven previously GeV undetected high-redshift blazars have been identified
from their bright monthly outburst periods, while more detections are expected in the future.
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1. Introduction

2. Detection Strategy and Sample Selection
Flaring states from previously γ-ray unknown high-redshift blazars have been detected several
times by Fermi/LAT [14, 15, 16] . Such periods of enhanced activity typically only last for several
days, leading to a significant detection (TS ≥ 25) due to a drastic background reduction, compared to long-term averaged fluxes used in catalogs. Figure 1 shows a ten-year Fermi/LAT, γ-ray
light curve of the high-redshift (z = 2.83) blazar PKS 0438−43 in the energy range of 100 MeV to
300 GeV. This source was undetected in the third Fermi/LAT Point Source catalog and is detected
at GeV energies only due to its bright flare in 20161 [14].
In this work, we perform a systematic search for γ-ray undetected high-redshift blazars, by targeting a sample of 176 blazars with a redshift of z ≥ 2.5 and a radio flux density of more than
1 PKS 0438−43

is now included in the Fourth Fermi/LAT Point Source catalog (4FGL)
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Blazars, as a subclass of active galactic nuclei (AGN) are characterized by jets pointing towards the observer. These sources are among the most powerful objects in the Universe. Their
broadband emission is dominated by relativistic jets, especially at γ-rays where the high-energy
component of the spectral energy distribution (SED) peaks in the MeV to GeV regime. The Large
Area Telescope (LAT) onboard the Fermi satellite has detected thousands of blazars, confirming
that they dominate the γ-ray sky [1]. However, high-redshift (z ≥ 2.5) blazars are outnumbered in
Fermi catalogs by their nearby counterparts. [1, 2]. This is due to a shift of the high-energy emission towards energies below the LAT band, both because of cosmological redshift and following
the blazar sequence [3]. In addition, absorption in the EBL leads to an efficient degrading of highenergy γ-rays below the detection threshold of Fermi/LAT [4, 5]. Although commonly represented
in the radio and X-ray regime [6, 7], these blazars are rare γ-ray emitters, accounting for less than
10 % of the total AGN population observed by Fermi/LAT. High-redshift blazars are of particular
interest in the field of γ-ray Astronomy, as they are the most powerful (non-transient) astrophysical
sources ever detected by Fermi/LAT. These sources possess the highest jet powers and accretion luminosities and have black-hole masses often in excess of 109 M [8], [9]. High-redshift blazars are
important as cosmological probes and serve as test objects for blazar evolution models [10, 11, 12].
This directly implies, that the detection of unknown high-z blazars would constrain models of
blazar evolution, as the extreme distance would limit the available time for these objects to grow to
such enormous black hole masses. In fact, only a small number of high-redshift blazars has been
detected by Fermi/LAT, some of them only because of bright flaring states [13]. Recently, five new
high-redshift blazars have been identified by Fermi/LAT [4], making NVSS J151002+570243 the
most distant known γ-ray emitting blazar at z = 4.31. These detections were only possible due to
the upgrade of Fermi/LAT to the Pass 8 analysis and a systematic analysis of a large blazar sample.
In this work, we introduce a new method to search for hitherto undetected high-redshift γ-ray emitting blazars, which are too faint to be detected significantly (test statistic (TS) ≥ 25) on long-term
periods typically considered for catalogs, but can show up as significant sources during shorter (∼
monthly) periods of increased activity.
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Figure 1: Fermi/LAT γ-ray light curve of PKS 0438−43 over ∼ ten-years of continuous observations. The
light curve is shown for the energy range of 100 MeV to 300 GeV. This source has been detected in December
2016 during a bright flare.

50 mJy, taken from the Roma BZCAT Multifrequency Catalogue of Blazars2 and the SHAO list of
high-redshift radio-loud quasars3 . These sources are selected because of the expected correlation
between radio and γ-ray flux [17, 18]. The total sample consists of 169 BZCAT blazars, as well as
seven SHAO sources. Monthly binned Fermi/LAT γ-ray light curves in the time range from 2008
August 4 to 2019 April 4 and energy range of 100 MeV to 300 GeV are calculated, while the time
binning of 30 days has been chosen to identify periods which would not have been followed up by
the Fermi/LAT Flare Advocate service and keep the computing effort at a reasonable level.
2.1 Detection Potential
In order to estimate the number of high-redshift blazars potentially detectable by this approach,
a logN − logSmax diagram of known high-redshift γ-ray blazars is shown in Fig. 2. We calculate
the cumulative number of sources per square degree with a redshift z ≥ 2.5, taken from the third
catalog of active galactic nuclei detected by Fermi/LAT (3LAC; [19]). A power-law fit is used
for parametrization, allowing to extrapolate the number of expected high-redshift blazars towards
lower fluxes in the energy range 1 GeV - 100 GeV4 . For PKS 0438−43, which was not detected in
ph
the 3LAC, we calculate the corresponding upper limit to be 4 × 10−11 cm
2 s . At this photon flux
limit, approximately 140 high-redshift blazars should be detectable by our approach, of which only
19 are known in the 3LAC. In order to estimate the amount of detectable high-redshift blazars
showing periods of enhanced activity on monthly time scales, it is important to understand the
expected false-positive detection rate for this kind of analysis.
2 http://www.asdc.asi.it/bzcat/
3 http://202.127.29.4/CRATIV/en/high_z.html
4 These

energy range has been used in the 3LAC
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Figure 2: logN − logSmax digram of blazars taken from the third catalog of active galactic nuclei detected by Fermi/LAT (3LAC). The plot shows the cumulative number of sources normalized per square
degree with a redshift z ≥ 2.5, using statistical uncertainties only. The power-law fit (N = (1.92 ± 0.68) ×
10−14 × S−1.079±0.097 ) is used for parametrization. The arrow bar refers to the corresponding upper limit
from PKS 0438−43.

2.2 Background Determination
For monthly intervals detected at a test statistic level of 25 or more, the chance for a false
positive detection is about 5 × 10−7 %. Thus, γ-ray detections at this significance level are considered as trustworthy. Multiple (TS< 25) monthly detections from an unknown emitter, however,
suggest the presence of a new source, even if non of the monthly intervals have been detected
above the required (TS> 25) threshold. In order to account for these sources, we preform a similar5 Fermi/LAT light curve analysis on a large sample of blank-sky positions. These positions have
been randomly selected and require the next known 4FGL source to be at least 2◦ apart from the
studied sky position. Figure. 3 shows the test statistic distribution of monthly intervals for a total of
50 studied blank-sky positions, while the TS distribution of 100 known blazars6 is shown in Fig 4.
By comparing these two distributions for each test statistic bin, we derive the Poisson probability
for a false positive detection to be:
Z

P (Ns | µb ) dNs

(2.1)
(2.2)

5 The

same energy and time range and binning has been used.
by Fermi/LAT

6 undetected
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Figure 3: Test statistic distribution of a sample
of 50 blank-sky positions. This histogram represents the background fluctuation for the considered
Fermi/LAT variability analysis.
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Figure 4: Test statistic distribution of 100 γ-ray
undetected blazar positions selected according to
Sect. 2. 21 monthly intervals are identified with a
significance of TS ≥ 25, while at a TS ≥ 9 level 119
intervals are detected.

Ns corresponds to the number of “signal” monthly intervals detected from the directions of known
blazars, while µb corresponds to the amount of random fluctuations7 calculated from a large sample
of blank-sky positions. The total probability of multiple monthly intervals to be of purely statistical
nature thus is given by:

∏ Pi (Nib | µib )

(2.3)

i

The product is defined over all bins in Fig. 4, which show at least one entry with a TS≥ 9.

3. Detected (new) γ-ray sources
3.1 TS >25 detections
A total of 21 monthly intervals from seven different blazars have been identified with a test
statistic of TS ≥ 25. Table 1 lists the relevant parameters of these sources. Blazars marked by a star
indicate sources, first identified in the recently published 4FGL catalog [1]. Three additional new
γ-ray undetected high-z blazars have been identified, making 5BZQ J0246+1823 with a redshift of
z = 3.59 the fourth most distant blazar known to Fermi/LAT [4].
3.2 TS ≥9 detections
At a test statistic level of TS≥ 9 a total of 119 monthly intervals have been identified from
a sample of 57 high-z blazars. Excluding blazars which have already been detected significantly
(TS> 25), this results in a sample of 98 monthly intervals detected from 50 blazars. Based on the
50 studied blank-sky positions8 , only five monthly intervals showed a fluctuation above the TS >9
threshold. By considering the total amount of studied blank-sky intervals, only a fraction of
5/6000 ≈ 8.3 × 10−4 ≈ 3.3 σ
7 at

the selected or larger test statistic
include a total of 120 bins x 50 positions = 6000 studied monthly intervals

8 which

4
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Table 1: Identified high-redshift blazars which are at least detected in a single monthly interval with a
TS ≥ 25. Sources listed in the 4FGL are marked by a star.

RA
J2000

DEC
J2000

z

Detections
TS ≥ 25

5BZQ J0009+0625?
5BZQ J0225+1846?
5BZQ J0339−0133
5BZQ J0246+1823
5BZQ J0434−4355
5BZQ J0733+0456?
5BZQ J1127+5650?

2.32
36.27
54.75
41.54
68.51
113.49
171.92

6.43
18.78
-1.55
18.39
-43.93
4.94
56.84

2.69
2.69
3.20
3.59
2.65
3.01
2.89

1
2
5
1
2
7
3

monthly intervals showed a statistical fluctuation with a TS ≥9 level. Thus, we can conclude that
from our sample of 100 studied blazars, 50 sources indeed emitted γ-rays at a significance of at
least 3.3 σ .

4. Discussion and Outlook
In this work, we identified three new high-redshift blazars, which were too faint to be detected
on long-term time scales of several years, but showed significant γ-ray activity at a TS≥ 25 level
on monthly time scales. Four additional9 blazars had been unknown to the third Fermi/LAT Point
Source Catalog (3FGL), but showed flaring episodes in the recent years and are therefore included
as new sources in the 4FGL. While still being closer than the most distant blazar identified in [4],
the blazar 5BZQ J0246+1823 at a redshift of z = 3.59 represents the farthest, significantly detected
new γ-ray blazar identified in this work..
By comparing the observed test statistic of each γ-ray undetected blazar position to the background
fluctuation in Fig. 3, we showed that a TS≥ 9 detection corresponds to a significance level of
∼ 3 σ . As half of our studied sample has been detected in at least one monthly interval with a
TS≥ 9, this implies that the statistic of γ-ray detected high-z blazars can be significantly increased
by searching for periods of enhanced activity. Especially the blazar 5BZQ J1026+2542, at a redshift
of z = 5.28 is a promising candidate for one of the most distant γ-ray blazars10 . More potential
high-redshift blazar detections are expected from the full sample, together with a more precise
background estimate by increasing the number of blank-sky positions by a factor between two and
four. In addition, the detection potential of high-redshift blazars can be increased by evaluating a
possible γ-ray detection for all z ≥ 2.5 blazars in the Roma BZCAT Multifrequency Catalogue and
the SHAO list of high-redshift loud quasars, instead of just focusing on the radio brightest sources.
Nevertheless, the new identified γ-ray blazars will need to be studied in detail. A dedicated analysis
will be performed in the future in order to study their spectral properties in the MeV to GeV regime.
9 marked
10 This

by star
blazar is currently detected at a TS≈ 12 level.
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